10(3)/2016-CC&BT

Date: 18.10.2019

Prof. Huzur Saran
President,
COMSNETS Association,
Department of CSE, IIT Delhi-110016

Subject: NOC and MeitY’s Logo support for organising “12th International Conference on Communication Systems & Networks, COMSNETS 2020 during January 7-11, 2020 at Bangalore, Karnataka-reg

Sir,

This has reference to your letter dated 11.09.2019 requesting for MeitY’s logo support and approval for organising the 12th International Conference on Communication Systems & Networks, COMSNETS 2020, from January 7-11, 2020 at Bangalore, Karnataka.

2. Undersigned is directed to convey the approval of Competent Authority of Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology (MeitY) for providing the No objection certificate (NOC) and MeitY’s logo support without any legal, technical and financial obligations on the part of MeitY subject to adherence of the guidelines of MHA and MEA.

3. It may be noted that the logo support of MeitY will be subject to the following terms and conditions:-

   i) The applicant organisation shall strictly abide by and shall be wholly responsible for ensuring compliance of the provisions contained in “The Emblems and Names (Prevention of Improper Use Act 1950)”.

   ii) Proper respect and prominence shall be ensured to the logo of MeitY.

   iii) MeitY logo and/or mention of its support would only be used to promote non-commercial purposes only. In no case, it should be misused for collection of donations/contributions etc.

   iv) The event would prominently display the name of MeitY as well as of its participating organisations.

   v) Care must be taken by the organisers to ensure that the platform of the event is not misused for any anti-national acts and/or for making irresponsible statements.

   vi) A complimentary copy of the proceedings of the Conference & Exhibition would be submitted to MeitY by the Organiser.

4. You are advised to take necessary clearance from Ministry of External Affairs as well as from Ministry of Home Affairs before holding the said event.

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

(Prukash Kumar)
Scientist C
Ph no.: 011-2268-1451
Email: prakash.kr@meity.gov.in
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